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The Island Spirit
At Sun Resorts, we strive to create unforgettable memories for you.

Each guest is unique. Each story is exceptional. We all have specific desires at different
times of our lives.

Sun Resorts offers countless ways to suit your desires, whether you are seeking thrills,
exploring new experiences or simply hoping to spend time with your family or friends.

Whatever your story might be, Sun Resorts promises you delightful, unforgettable
holidays at the very heart of the Indian Ocean.
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WE ARE SUN
FOR OVER FORTY YEARS, WE’VE INCORPORATED THE SUN’S LIFE

AND LIGHT INTO EACH AND EVERY EXPERIENCE.
OUR SUN’S ENERGY IS FOCUSED ON OUR STUNNING HOTELS:

ALL OF THEM UNIQUELY DIVERSE, CARRYING AND CONVEYING THEIR 
OWN DISTINCTIVE SIGNATURE,  

YET ALL INSCRIBED WITH OUR SUN’S PHILOSOPHY.

Timeless memories
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Sun Limited, established 1983, is a 100% Mauritius-based company and one of the leading 
hotel, leisure and real estate groups in the Indian Ocean. Headquartered in Ebène, Mauritius, 
the Company is engaged in hospitality, service and property sectors.

Since September 2015, the Company has been reorganised in 4 clusters:

- Hotel Management
- Centralised Services
- Asset Management 
- Real Estate

SUN GROUP

Sun training Institute

Sun Styled Boutique



1,091
Rooms

24
Restaurants

5
Representative offices abroad

+50,000
Honeymooners per year

+750
Weddings per year

2
In-House tour operators

Solea France

World Leisure Holidays South Africa

3
Golf courses

Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club

Tamarina Golf Club 

Anahita Golf Club 

+5km
of beaches
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the genuine spirit



248
Rooms

3  

Restaurants

2
Bars

Spa

Nestled in an immense tropical garden along one of the most 
beautiful stretches of beach on the island, lies La Pirogue Resort & 
Spa, the easy-going, exotic island style hotel, famed for its genuine 
hospitality and charm. The hotel’s character has cultivated an 
attractive local touch to offer a genuine Mauritian experience to 
every guest.

First hotel lying on the west coast
On its opening in June 1976, La Pirogue Resort & Spa was the 
first hotel on the west coast, overlooking the beach of Flic-en- 
Flac. From the very beginning, the architectural features of its 
bungalows, inspired by the billowing sails of a local fishing boat, 
after which the hotel was named, became a reference in the local 
tourism industry.

The hotel’s set up comprises an infinity pool overlooking the 
ocean with restaurants and bars that have retained the hotel’s 
original natural charm designed with volcanic stone walls, wooden 
arches and thatched roofs. Greater comfort also now lies in its 248 
bungalows all opening onto private palm groves and the turquoise 
sea beyond.

Gastronomy
La Pirogue Resort & Spa boasts a very rich variety of cuisines with a 
positive local touch.At the main restaurant, the emphasis is on live 
cooking and daily themed buffets that change every two weeks. 
Magenta Grill, the beach-side restaurant welcomes guests to a 
more intimate dining experience as they dine in thatched pavilions 
extend over the pool while the kitchen serves fresh seafood and 
Mauritian specialties.

New rooms “boho chic style”
La Pirogue Resort & Spa has renovated its rooms. The hotel 
provides high standards of luxury that our guests have come to 
expect without compromising the original charm of the resort. It 
combines organic, colourful, detailed folk-inspired pieces with 
modern design using a large degree of sustainable material. The 
new design of the rooms is in accordance with the “boho chic 
style” of the hotel.

This year, major renovations in the public areas & dining areas 
of the hotel will take place. The hotel reception and lobby, bars, 
restaurants, a wine zone “Cave du Directeur” and a unique music 
studio will be available as from September 2017.
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Among 12 hectares of tropical gardens, Sugar Beach Golf & Spa 
Resort stretches along a seemingly endless white sandy beach 
lapped by the turquoise waters of the Indian Ocean. 

Your Plantation Style Resort
In the lush vegetation and wide open spaces of this paradisiacal 
setting, the Mauritian resort’s plantation blends harmoniously with 
its contemporary architecture. The restaurants along the beach 
offer inventive gourmet cuisine, the perfect complement to this 
romantic backdrop: one ideal for a honeymoon or dream wedding. 
The intrinsic comfort of the resort and the diversity of the inland 
and offshore activities make this a perfect holiday destination for 
families. Guests staying at Sugar Beach have access to La Pirogue 
facilities & restaurants.

One of the largest Kids Clubs on the island
Located along more than five hundred metres of white sandy 
beaches on the west coast of Mauritius, Sugar Beach Golf & 
Spa Resort features one of the largest Kids’ Clubs on the island. 
Reserved for children aged two to eleven, the Kids Club features 
its own buffet and swimming pool. Toddlers of two to three years 
of age are welcome in the presence of a parent or babysitter. The 
Teens’ Club welcomes adolescents aged 12 to 17. They can enjoy a 
programme of fun and athletic activities in addition to “adventure” 
trips and excursions. Activities such as barbecues and pizza nights 
are regularly organised in the evening. At Sugar Beach Golf & Spa 
Resort you may choose among four Mauritian restaurants offering 
innovative gourmet cuisines with cosmopolitan flavours.

An award-winning Spa
The award-winning Aura Spa, featuring an authentic hammam, 
provides a full range of beauty, well-being and spa treatments. 
The Aura Hammam is the only of its kind in Mauritius. It features 
a heated swimming pool and treatment rooms for individuals and 
couples. 

A wide variety of activities
The resort’s services include a range of complimentary activities, 
including glass-bottom boat excursions, snorkelling, windsurfing and 
tennis on any of the six lit tennis courts. Athletic guests will appreciate 
the Shiatsu area and 300 m2 air-conditioned fitness space.

sugarbeachresort.com

258
rooms

5  

Restaurants

4
Bars

Sun Kids Club & Teens Club

Golf
Free green fees  

& free shuttle to Tamarina Golf 
Glub

Spa
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Gov’s Flowers
SugarBeach

Golf & Spa Resort, Maurice
présente le 

Découvrez la nouvelle expérience
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The new Gov’s Flowers in the lounge is inspired 
by the spirit of the plantation style of Sugar Beach 
with a subtle touch of luxury and refinement to 
offer an unprecedented experience in the heart of 
the hotel.

In this unique hotel, the service is reinvented 
around a floral concept with a personalised and 
discreet butler service offered to the guests. In 
the morning, a “Plantation” Continental breakfast 
will be served. In the afternoon, the ‘Tea- Time’ 
will be served in a traditional style along with a 
selection of cocktails beverages with floral aromas. 
Rum flavoured with hibiscus or roses can also be 
sampled at various bars in the evening. In a cosy 
atmosphere, discretion and excellent service will 
be the essence of this luxurious floral themed 
experience. The décor, subtly infused flavoured 
cocktails and mouth-watering canapés, will take 
guests back in time to the days of the old mansions. 
Noble material, green walls and vintage “British 
chic” furniture will make this room an enchanting 
and emblematic place to meet and relax.

The experience does not stop at the Gov’s Flowers 
at the Lounge. You will be impressed by the 
sumptuous French gardens perfectly manicured, 
and the beach where rattan sun loungers and chic 
decor complement one another to the enjoyment 
of every guest.

Gov’s Flowers
SugarBeach

Golf & Spa Resort, Maurice
présente le 

Découvrez la nouvelle expérience 11
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“A great golf course should be memorable. 
At Tamarina Golf Club, we are blessed 
with an amazingly beautiful and dramatic 
terrain.

Open since October 2006, Tamarina 
Golf Club is not only set in a stunning 
environment, but also offers a fun and 
challenging test of all golfing skills. Yes, it 
is long and demanding from the blacks.
and well it should be. But the course was 
designed with a variety of teeing positions. 
A lot of emphasis was placed on designing 
Tamarina Golf Club as a fair and enjoyable 
course from the whites in particular. ” 
Rodney Wright course designer.

The course is 6886 metres long (as 
measured from the professional tee-off 
points) and extends over 206 hectares. 
It consists of four par 3 holes, four par 5 
holes and 10 par 4 holes. Each hole offers 
five different tee-off points: Professional, 
Competition, Member, Senior and Ladies’. 
The use of a golf cart is recommended due 
to the climate and terrain.

Golf marshals patrol the course to ensure 
that all games run smoothly.

Tamarina Golf Club members include villa 
owners, corporate entities and permanent 
members.

The Club House includes a Proshop, 
changing rooms with lockers and shower 
facilities, the restaurant Le Dix-Neuf and 
a balcony overlooking the 18th hole, the 
Rempart river and the Tamarin Bay. Our 
Cart Barn is situated adjacent to the Club 
House for ease and convenience.

The Restaurant Le Dix-Neuf is opened daily 
from 07:00 am to 07:00 pm and therefore 
welcomes you for breakfast, lunch or a 
sunset drink after your round.

The Golf Academy

Improve your game together with our 
professional PGA teacher who is at your 
disposal should you wish to spend more 
time on certain aspects of the game; All 
parts are covered including the full swing, 
short game, and trouble shots, putting 
techniques. Tamarina Golf academy has 
been specifically created to enhance the 
learning environment. Courses can be given 
in English, French & German.

Tamarina Golf Club

Sugar Beach guests will enjoy free access and transfer via an exclusive road 
cutting through fields to allow golfers to join the golf course in 5 minutes to 

enjoy free green fee on this unique golf on the West Coast.
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feel  
the energy
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In the natural environment of the island’s east coast, Long Beach 
Golf & Spa Resort boasts a bold and contemporary style along the 
famous Belle Mare beach. 

Feel the energy
With a multitude of facilities and free activities, Long Beach Golf 
& Spa Resort breaks away from the everyday routine. The resort 
is perfect for families and couples seeking to relax whilst also 
enjoying the leisure activities. Guests live at their own pace here 
every day, and every moment is an exquisite experience.

Long Beach Golf & Spa Resort offers more than 1.3 km of immaculate 
beach along a protected coral reef lagoon. Each room has nearly 
109 m2 of beachfront to itself. The hotel gives pride of place to 
families and children with such services such as the Angels Kids’ 
Club, 140 interconnecting rooms and 29 “family” rooms. 

Gastronomy
The resort’s restaurants and bars offer a variety of culinary 
specialities, from Asia to Italy. Le Marché plays host to international 
cuisine with a “live cooking” experience. Sapori prepares the fresh 
produce sourced from small-scale Italian farmers to bring you 
flavourful, high-quality Italian dishes. Hasu invites you to discover 
authentic Japanese cuisine, from the sushi bar to the grill and 
from the Yakitori counter to one of the à la carte or semi-private 
dining areas. Chopsticks offers modern Chinese cuisine and is 
particularly renowned for its Sichuan and Hunan specialities. 
Tides is the beachside restaurant which serves various fish and 
shellfish dishes as well as a vast selection of Mauritian specialities 
and international international cuisine.

A wide range of activities
A full range of free water sports are also included, such as glass-
bottom boat excursions, windsurfing, snorkelling, and rock 
climbing on a climbing wall like no other in Mauritius. 

Spa CINQ MONDES
The Spa offers well-being treatments based on the Cinq Monde 
Rituals of the World.

Your extraordinary sensory escapade begins here.

longbeachmauritius.com

+1.3 km
of beach

255  
Rooms

5
Restaurants

3
Bars

Golf
Free green fees & free boat shuttle 

to Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club & Four 
Seasons Resort Mauritius at 

Anahita

Sun Kids Club & Teens Club

Spa  

12 treatment rooms & Hammam

4
Pools

Wall Climbing

Golf Pitch & Putt
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A n adult-only  
and all inclusive resort
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At the heart of its lush tropical gardens, the Mauritian four-star 
hotel Ambre Resort & Spa is nestled along a white sandy beach 
within a splendid bay. Ambre reopened in 2012 to reveal a fresh 
style: contemporary elegance and a decor in a harmony of colours.

An adult-only resort
The hotel, exclusively for adults, proposes an “all-inclusive” 
offer including meals and drinks in any of its three restaurants – 
including à la carte selection – and two bars.

Fresh, contemporary style rooms
The modern rooms have been renovated in a fresh, contemporary 
style. Ambre Resort & Spa encompasses 700 metres of natural 
white sandy beaches at the heart of the protected Belle Mare 
Bay, and offers free access to the services and restaurants of the 
neighbouring Long Beach (since Ambre and Long Beach are both 
part of the Sun Resorts group) and special access exclusively for 
adults.

The three restaurants offer Indian, Chinese and Creole cuisine in 
addition to an international selection. 

A wide variety of activities
Choose from a full range of free leisure and sports activities: the 
hotel coordinates glass-bottom boat excursions, snorkelling 
activities and sports tournaments, and features two lit tennis 
courts. Enjoy a multitude of inland and offshore sports – tennis, 
water skiing, big-game fishing and parasailing – in addition to the 
cardio and workout equipment of the fitness centre. 

A tropical Spa
Ambre’s Tropical Spa is away from the bustle of the resort’s 
activities and restaurants. Its location in the south wing of the 
resort, next to the beach, ensures peace and calm for guests who 
seek to wind down and recharge their batteries.

It is equipped with 4 treatment rooms, a Hammam, sauna and 
Jacuzzi. In addition, the romantic outdoor area allows you to indulge 
in a Spa treatment whilst contemplating the ocean before you.

Come relax and replenish your body as you refresh your senses at 
Ambre Resort & Spa!

ambremauritius.com

297
Rooms

3  

Restaurants

2
Bars

A tropical Spa
A adult-only  

and all inclusive resort
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Ile Aux Cerfs Leisure Island 

Ile aux Cerfs is located off the village of Trou-d’Eau-Douce in 
the midst of the largest lagoon in Mauritius. The island and 
surrounding landscape create a picturesque atmosphere of 
“elegant wilderness”, a breath-taking natural beauty.

Ile aux Cerfs, an iconic symbol of Mauritius regularly seen on the 
covers of tour guides, is sought-after by Mauritians and tourists 
alike. Just a few minutes’ walk through this natural setting reveals 
postcard-perfect turquoise lagoons, mangroves and breath-
taking tropical vegetation where nature works its magic.

You are welcome to luxuriate in this white sandy beach, equipped 
for your comfort with lounge chairs or sunbeds. Savour a succulent 
meal of seafood and fish as you enjoy personalised butler service 
on the beach.

Ile aux Cerfs has three restaurants serving various styles of cuisine 
– Mauritian, Indian and Italian – and two bars offering a vast 
selection of drinks and cocktails.

Discover local and international cuisine every Sunday for the 
special Family Sunday Barbecue. Choose from a wide variety of 
cold starters and salads before making your way to our charcoal 
and coconut husks grills. Enjoy our live cooking stations (fish and 
meat) and our most amazing desserts from 12.30pm to 3.30pm at 
Sands Bar & Grill.

Inland and offshore activities for all ages include an adventure
park, parasailing, towed tubing and motorboat excursions (on
offer with The Pleasure Craft Association). 

3
restaurants

Sunday BBQ Lunch

Watersport activities

1
accrobranch

1
zip line
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18
HOLE, PAR 72 CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 

COURSE

6,500m  

Golf Course

2  
Bars

Golf carts are equipped with 
Visage GPS

An exclusive Beach 

Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club

Ile aux Cerfs is also home to a competition-level, 18-hole, par-72 golf 
course designed by Bernhard Langer: a golf course like no other. In this 
ideal location between Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort & Spa and 
the Four Seasons Resort Mauritius at Anahita, you will enjoy access to 
the two Sun Resorts complexes, Long Beach and Ambre. Ile aux Cerfs 
Golf Club offers golf acionados the absolutely unique experience of 
playing on a small island surrounded by a shimmering turquoise lagoon. 
Bernhard Langer designed the island-wide concept of this 18-hole golf 
course for competitions, but it remains accessible to all levels. 

Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club, one of Mauritius “greenest” courses, has 
also embarked on a series of projects aimed at reducing its carbon 
footprint. For instance, the course uses only recycled water for watering 
the greens. The grass used is Salem Seashore Paspalum, a very salt-
resistant variety. Weeding, therefore, can be managed using 90% 
natural salt, which considerably reduces the need to use weed killer. 
The same applies to pesticides (natural products formulated from plant 
extracts are used) and 90% of the fertilizers used are organic certified. 
To safeguard these standards, there are regular and external inspection 
audits. The golf course team is trained in how to manage the course in 
an environmentally responsible manner.

Situated on the highest point on the island and overlooking the 18th hole 
is the clubhouse, lie a fully stocked Professional Golf Shop, locker room 
facilities, lounge and 68-seater restaurant (named ‘Langer’s Grill’ after 
the designer of the course) and casual bar with 180-degree views of the 
golf course, mountain backdrop and surrounding ocean.

The Ile aux Cerfs Golf Academy

The Ile aux Cerfs Golf Academy is dedicated to creating outstanding 
golf learning experiences. Golf is one of the most enjoyable and fulfilling 
sports, but it is also one of the most challenging to learn and master on 
your own without proper help and guidance.

The Golf Academy Studio and Practice Facility at Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club 
offer the finest outdoor indoor academy facilities with a state-of-the-
art, air-conditioned learning studio featuring the most innovative golf-
training technology available today.

Reserve our world class facilities and programmes especially designed 
to improve your golf and make the game more enjoyable!

FREE GOLF DISCOVERY CLINICS FOR BEGINNERS AND NON-GOLFERS

Everyday from 11am, for 1 hour. Come and learn the basics of the game in 
a fun and relaxed atmosphere.
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unfettered
Paradise 
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Kanuhura Maldives is a place utterly removed from 
time. A place where every moment is a renaissance 
of the senses. A place of refined sophistication, yet 
sensitively discreet. An island so perfectly preserved, 
you’ll be the one weaving yourself among the palm 
trees, exploring every hidden cove, each secret beach. 

Kanuhura : unspoilt paradise
Kanuhura, precious island languidly set on the warm 
Indian Ocean can be described as a unique “timeless 
castaway chic experience” for travellers seeking laid-
back island living. The forces of the elements are the architects of 
this true paradise, a place of beautiful, natural enchantment.

Kanuhura offers a very tasteful celebration of luxurious island 
living with a sense of bliss, achieved using in soft colours and using 
natural materials, combined with tropical elegant design achieved 
using the harmony of elegance in fusion with timeless Gypset chic. 
The island is 40 minutes of scenic flight by sea plane from the 
capital Malé.

Luxury villas 
In total harmony with its tropical environment, Kanuhura has been 
designed to offer ultimate 5-star accommodation and complete 
immersion into its pristine, natural surroundings. Our luxury villas 
and suites are dotted along both the sunset and sunrise side of 
the world-famous Kanuhura beach and boast breath-taking views 
of the turquoise ocean.

Furnished with subtle sophistication, our villas feature natural 
materials to blend with the surroundings. All have a semi-open 
bathroom with bathtub, separate indoor or outdoor shower, hair 
dryer, bathrobe, TV, telephone complimentary internet access, air 
conditioning, ceiling fan, mini bar and safe. The water villas feature 
a private decked terrace with private access to the lagoon.

Gastronomy 
Kanuhura Maldives offers you several gourmet restaurants where 
you will enjoy culinary experiences of fusion food style and 
authentic cuisines of the world. Enjoy Kanuhura’s restaurants as 
well as interactive cookery demonstrations by the Chef. 

Kokaa, your Wellness Retreat & Spa 
Those looking for tranquility and well-being will be able to visit 
Kokaa, the Wellness Retreat & Spa for a unique sensual experience 
uplifting body and mind. Whether you’re seeking facials or deep, 
invigorating massages, we provide them all – and you can choose 
from which traditions and ingredients you want your treatment to 
stem from.

The Orchid Nursery 
We have our very own flower on the island: the Dendrobium 
Kanuhura, from which the very concept of the hotel blossomed. 
Its tone is fiery, a palette of yellow and orange, like the sunset. 
You’ll be able to marvel in this floral wonder in our Gardens, where 
15,000 species of orchid in over 15 colours are on display when 
the season’s right.

81
Villas

7  

Restaurants

2  

Private Islets

3  

Bars
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#SunMice
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Why choose Sun Resorts for your MICE events?
We are one of the leading Hotel, Leisure & MICE Groups in the Indian ocean 
1,000+ spacious air conditioned bedrooms
40+ restaurants and bars
80+ flexible, creative indoor and outdoor spaces for customisation of events up to 2,500 persons
3 private Islands for offsite activities or themed events up to 1,000 persons
All hotels on beach front locations with plenty of beach space for events or activities
Complimentary standard Wi-Fi broadband and on site I.T support
Complimentary green fees at Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club, #Anahita Golf Course and #Tamarina Golf Club
2016 Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence earned in all Sun Resorts hotels, amongst various other top quality awards

SIGNATURE EVENTS
Events at Sun Resorts are a far cry from ordinary. We have the creative spaces and the resources, complimented by 
picture perfect views to craft and customise events exactly how you want it. Here are some great examples of what 
can be achieved...

La Pirogue – Fisherman’s Feast 

Feet in the sand, dinner is served in a traditional fishing village setting, featuring 
the finest, local, fresh ‘catch of the day’ fish and shellfish, in addition to fusion 
international seafood prepared in front of you. 
Local folkloric musicians will entertain you throughout the evening, culminating 
with our live fire dance show. No evening on the beach would be complete 
without a nightcap of local rums and fishermen’s’ stories enjoyed around the 
last embers of the bonfire. 

Sugar Beach – Out of Africa

Let us transport you to an authentic evening of African savannah under 
gigantic banyan trees, surrounded by camp rangers, African tribal dancers 
performing to the rhythm & sound of African drums & blazing campfires to 
keep the animals of the wild at bay. 
Dine on a wide range of spit roasted deer, wild boars on open charcoal pits 
and other delights from the hunting Wolmar Estate.

No evening in the bush is complete without a rain forest party to dance the 
night away. 

Long Beach – Spice Route

Discover the Mauritian island lifestyle under luminous stars, through our 
magical spice route. Set in an authentic atmosphere, surrounded by dazzling 
lights and unique décor, the spice route will take you through a journey of 
discovery. 

A discovery of Mauritian cultural diversity, rich culinary cuisine, combined with 
warm, charming island hospitality. 

Ambre – White Side of Life

Experience a night of sophistication and refinement at the heart of our white 
sandy beach, flooded with dazzling white décor.

A celebration hosted in a white wonderland with charming waiters dressed in 
their brightest white attire, tables set-up with elegant glasses, beautiful silver 
wear and candles on immaculate white tablecloths, with a live band setting 
the right mood for a dazzling evening to create memories to last for a lifetime.

Our inspiring locations in Mauritius and Maldives provide stimulating environments for you to turn your next MICE 
event into a journey of discovery; from exceptional gastronomy to limitless activities or modern-day technology to 
customised signature events, and more. 
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Kids stay,   
play  
& eat for free !
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Bond with your family over a family vacation in our resorts.  
Book now and your kids stay and eat for free. Plus they receive free access to the kids and the exclusive teens club!

Family Offer Benefits include :

Free accommodation and meals offered for two children under 12 years sharing their parents room (two 
adults) as per meal plan booked.
Free access to the kids and the exclusive teens club.
Special kids menu or dishes available on request.
Exclusive activities at the Sun Kids and Teens Club for a fee.
Babysitting services and prams are available for a fee.
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As part of the ‘Sustainable Tourism Destination 
Management’ workshop organized by the Ministry 
of Tourism in collaboration with the Indian Ocean 
Rim Association, a delegation of people from 
Bangladesh, Comoros, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Seychelles, Somalia and South Africa 
were in Mauritius on the 3rd to 4th May 2017.

Twenty persons including his Excellency, I Gede 
Ardika from the UN World Tourism Organization 
came to visit Long Beach to see how the hotel has 
been sustainably designed. 
His Excellency, I Gede Ardika of the UN World Tourism 
Organization praised all the efforts of Long Beach to 
promote the development of sustainable tourism; 
“It’s amazing to see that sustainable development ; 
has been at the very heart of the construction of this 
hotel. This approach demonstrates that all initiatives 
and action plans implemented towards this objective, 
impact on the behaviour of clients and staffs.”

Sun Resorts is rewarded with TripAdvisor 
Certificate of Excellence

Sun Resorts is proud to announce that all of its 
hotels have earned the 2016 Trip Advisor Certificate 
of Excellence. Initiated in 2010, the Certificate of 
Excellence honours hotels that offer long term 
quality service. This award rewards hotels that 
have received brilliant reviews on TripAdvisor on 
a consistent basis over the past year. “We are very 
pleased and proud that all Sun Resorts hotels 
received these certificates of excellence from the 
customers themselves who have been rating us. It 
is a very important recognition that comes from the 
world’s largest travel site providing an international 
exposure and this reinforces the quality of services 
provided within our properties. I also want to thank 
and congratulate all the dedicated teams which 
have contributed to this achievement, “ said David 
Anderson, CEO of SUN Resorts.

Sun News

La Pirogue Resort & Spa is rewarded by TUI

Sun Resort is proud to announce that La Pirogue 
Resort & Spa has won the prestigious TUI 2017 
award. La Pirogue has won the TUI Top Quality 2017.

TUI Top Quality is an award reserved for the very best 
TUI hotels – the absolute favourites as declared by 
guests. TUI Top Quality offers customers and travel 
agencies an eye-catching assurance when choosing 
a holiday hotel. The TUI Holly has been awarded 
for more than 20 years as a guarantee of customer 
satisfaction.

Renewed Success for the Tee & Toque Trophy 2017

The third edition of the Tee & Toque Trophy at the 
Long Beach Golf & Spa Resort was again a success 
this year for golfers and lovers of food gastronomy. 
More than thirty French players participated in this 
great sporting event which occurred from 4th to 12th 
March 2017.  

This contest took place in teams of two at the idyllic Ile 
aux Cerfs Golf Club and at Anahita Golf Course. Four 
winners were nominated at the awards ceremony 
on Friday, 10th March, 2017 at the Long Beach Golf 
& Spa Resort. The Tee & Toque Trophy 2017 had 
the immense pleasure of having this competition 
sponsored by the star Chef Jean-Pierre Vigato.

Long Beach : role-model of sustainable hotel, 
praised by the United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO)
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Stay Connected
with Sun Resorts           on all our digital plateforms and social networks!
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Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club

Long Beach

Ambre

La Pirogue

Port Louis

Flic en Flac

Belle Mare

Palmar

Ebène Shangri-Laʼs Le Touessrok
Resort & Spa

Four Seasons Resort Mauritius
at Anahita

Ile aux Cerfs

SSR International
Airport

Sugar Beach

#Tamarina Golf Course

Grand Bay

Tamarin

Le Morne

Quartier Militaire

ÎLE MAURICE

MALDIVES

Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club

Long Beach

Ambre

La Pirogue

Port Louis

Flic en Flac

Belle Mare

Palmar

Ebène Shangri-Laʼs Le Touessrok
Resort & Spa

Four Seasons Resort Mauritius
at Anahita

Ile aux Cerfs

SSR International
Airport

Sugar Beach

#Tamarina Golf Course

Grand Bay

Tamarin

Le Morne

Quartier Militaire

ÎLE MAURICE

MALDIVES

SUN RESORTS Head Office

Ebène Skies - Rue de l’Institut, 

Ebène, Mauritius

T: +230 402 0000 

F: +230 402 0199

E: info@sunresorts.mu

Sandrine Petit

T: +230 402 0000 

M: +230 5258 6042 

F: +230 402 0199

E: sandrine.petit@sunresorts.mu

Axelle Patient

T: +230 402 0000

M: +230 5256 4405 

F: +230 402 0199

E: axelle.patient@sunresorts.mu

MAURITIUS Long Beach Golf & Spa Resort

Coastal Road, Belle Mare, Mauritius

T: +230 401 19 19 - F: +230 401 19 99

E: info@longbeach.mu

longbeachmauritius.com

Sugar Beach Golf & Spa Resort

Wolmar, Flic en Flac, Mauritius

T: +230 403 3300 - F: +230 403 3600

E: info@sugarbeachresort.mu

sugarbeachresort.com

La Pirogue Resort & Spa

Wolmar, Flic en Flac, Mauritius

T: +230 403 3900 

F: +230 403 3800

E: info@lapirogue.mu

lapirogue.com

Ambre Resort & Spa

Coastal Road, Palmar, Mauritius

T: +230 401 8188 

F: +230 401 8199

E: info@ambre.mu

ambremauritius.com

MALDIVES Kanuhura Maldives

Lhaviyani Atoll, Maldives

T: +960 662 0044 - F: +960 662 0033

E: reservations@kanuhura.com.mv

kanuhura.com

Our PR Agencies: France 

ZMIROV COMMUNICATION

Jennifer Jean

Tél. : +33 (0)1 55 34 37 90

jennifer.jean@zmirov.com

www.zmirov.com

United Kingdom 

RIVA PR

Stephanie De Vos

T: +44 (0)207 629 2899

stephanie@rivapr.co.uk

www.rivapr.co.uk

Germany 

STROMBERGER PR

Stefanie Reichardt

T +49(0)89/189478-81

reichardt@strombergerpr.de 

www.strombergerpr.de

China 

BDC Hotel Sales & Markerting 

Management 

Danielle Xiao

Tél. : +86 13910783657

danielle.xiao@BDC.travel
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